Abstract. A basic theory of cowreath or extended distributive laws in the bicategory of unital bimodules, is deciphered. Precisely, we give in terms of tensor product over a scalar base ring, a simplest and equivalent definition for cowreath over coring and for comodule over cowreath. An adjunction connecting the category of comodules over the factor coring and the category of comodules over the coring arising from the cowreath products is also given. The dual notions i.e. wreaths over rings extension and their modules are included.
Introduction
The notion of wreath in bicategory was introduced by S. Lack and R. Street in [13] . The notion of co-wreath is in some sense dual to that of wreath. Explicitly, given a bicategory B (see [2] ), using [13] one can construct its A (right) cowreath in B is defined as in [13] to be a comonad in REM(B). Explicitly, a cowreath consists of a 0-cell A of B, comonad C on A in B, a 1-cell R : A → A, and 2-cells r : C • R ⇒ R • C, ξ : C • R ⇒ I A and δ : C • (R • R) ⇒ R satisfying appropriate conditions. Notice that R need not itself be a comonad, but it could be while ξ and δ could be obtained from the counit and comultiplication of R: in this case r is called a distributive law between the comonad C and R, and due to J. Beck [1] .
In this paper we study co-wreath in the bicategory of bimodules Bim (0-cells are unital rings, 1-cells are unital bimodules, 2-cells are bilinear maps). For a given comonad in Bim i.e. coring, we review in Section 1 its EilenbergMoore monoidal category using 2-cells in their unreduced form. In Section 2, we give in terms of tensor product over the base ring, a simplest and equivalent definition of co-wreath (Proposition 2.2). If the given coring arises from some an entwining structure [5] we then establish a monoidal functor from the Eilenberg-Moore monoidal category of the factor coalgebra to its Eilenberg-Moore monoidal category. This gives a procedure to construct from the commutative case, an examples of co-wreaths with non commutative base ring (Proposition 2.5). Comodules over co-wreath and their morphisms are studied in Section 3, here again we give an equivalent definitions in terms of tensor product over base ring (Proposition 3.1 and 3.2). The cowreath products is a coring with underlying bimodule a tensor product of a base coring and a cowreath (Proposition 3.3). Various functors and adjunctions are offered in Section 3 (diagram (3.3)). Section 4 contains a analogous results for wreath over rings extension. A typical example of wreath is a distributive law between two rings whose wreath products is known in the literature as twisted tensor product algebra, see [18, 19, 7, 8, 14] 
(subsection 4.2).
Notations and Basic Notions: Given any Hom-set category C , the notation X ∈ A means that X is an object of C . The identity morphism of X will be denoted by X itself. The set of all morphisms f : X → X ′ in C , is denoted by Hom C X, X ′ . We work over a commutative ground ring with 1 denoted by K. All rings are assumed to be associative K-algebras. Modules are unital modules, and bimodules are left and right unital modules and are assumed to be central K-modules. Given A and B two rings, the category of (A, 1. Eilenberg-Moore monoidal category associated to a coring.
In all this section the symbole − ⊗ − stands by − ⊗ A − the tensor product bi-funtor over a ring A. For a fixed coring (C : A) with comultiplication ∆ and counit ε. Consider, as in [4] (see [13] for general notions), the pre-additive category R (C : A) defined by the following data:
• Objects: Are pairs (M, m) consisting of an A-bimodule M and A-bilinear map m :
where in the second equality M was identified with A ⊗ M and with M ⊗ A via the obvious isomorphism.
• Morphisms: Given any object (M, m) one can easily check that C ⊗ M is a C-bicomodule with left C-coaction 
The identity object for this multiplication is proportioned by the pair (A, C) where C was identified with C ⊗ A ∼ = A ⊗ C. ψ is an A-bilinear map. So we need to check its compatibility with left and right C-coactions of both C-bicomodules C ⊗ M ⊗ N and C ⊗ M ′ ⊗ N ′ . We know that ̺
Proof. It is clearly seen that (M, m) ⊗
. Applying equation (1.1) to m ′ and (1.3) to both ϕ and ψ, we get
Analogously, we obtain
is clearly left C-colinear. Example 1.3. Let (C : A) be any coring. Define the map
for every pair (c, c ′ ) ∈ C × C. Therefore (C, c) satisfies equalities (1.1) and (1.2), and so (C, c) is an object of R (C : A)
(this is dual to [16, proposition 1.7] ).
Given (D : A) another coring and suppose that there is an A-coring morphism φ : D → C. Define the map
It is clear that d is an A-bilinear, and that (D
we have
That is (D, d) satisfies equalities (1.1) and (1.2), and hence (D, d) is an object of R (C : A) . This in fact comes from a general setting. Namely, if we have any (A ′ , A)-corings morphism (φ, ϕ) : (C ′ : A ′ ) → (C : A) in the sense of [10] . That is ϕ : A ′ → A is a rings morphism and φ : C ′ → C is by scalar restriction an A ′ -bilinear map satisfying
, where the map m :
Recall from [5] that an entwining structure over K is a three-tuple (A, C) a consisting of K-algebra A with multiplication µ and unit 1, K-coalgebra C with comultiplication ∆ and counit ε, and a K-module map a :
By [3, Proposition 2.2] the corresponding A-coring is the A-bimodule C = A ⊗ K C with obvious left A-action and its right A-action is given by (a ′ ⊗ K c).a = a ′ a(c ⊗ K a), for every a, a ′ ∈ A, c ∈ C. The comultiplication map is ∆ C = A ⊗ K ∆ and its counit is ε C = A ⊗ K ε. For instance, assume a K-bialgebra H is given together with a right H-comodule algebra A and right H-module coalgebra. That is the right coaction ρ A : A → A ⊗ K H is a K-algebras morphism, while the right action : C ⊗ K H → C is a K-coalgebra morphism. It is clearly seen that the map
) (summation is understood), for every c ∈ C and a ∈ A, satisfies all equalities (1.5)-(1.8). Thus (A, C) a is an entwining structure over K.
Given any entwining structure (A, C) a over K, one can immediately check that (A, a) is an object of R (C:K) .
Furthermore, we have Lemma 1.4. Let (A, C) a be an entwining structure over K. There is a functor A ⊗ − ⊗ A :
and over morphisms by
Remark 1.5. Reversing the twist maps, one can construct, for any coring (C : A), another monoidal category denoted by L (C: A) . The objects of L (C: A) are pairs (l, L) consisting of an A-bimodule L and A-bilinear map l :
compatible with the comultiplication and the counit, i.e. satisfies the equalities
The K-modules of morphisms in this category are defined by
The multiplications of this monoidal category are defined as follows:
two morphisms in L (C: A) , the vertical multiplication is defined by
and the vertical multiplication is defined by
2. Equivalent definitions of cowreath in Bim.
In this section we give in terms of the tensor product over the base ring A, an equivalent definition of cowreath over a given coring (C : A). If our coring arises from entwining structures [5] , we then prove a procedure to construct a new cowreath from a given cowreath over the factor coalgebra. (ii) There is a C-bicolinear maps ξ :
A) satisfying the usual coassociativity and counitary properties. That is, up to natural isomorphisms, the following equalities are verified − given in Proposition 1.2, the previous equalities are equivalent to the following ones: the counitary properties are
and the coassociativity is 
Whence the commutativity of the second diagram of item (ii). Composing equation (2.3) with (m ⊗ M ⊗ M ), we obtain from the left hand term
From the right hand term, we get (ii) ⇒ (i). We need to show that ξ and δ satisfy equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). By hypothesis ξ and δ are C-colinear maps satisfying
We then compute
which gives equality (2.1). The equality (2.2) is obtained as follows:
Lastly, the coassociativity that is equality (2.3) is derived from the following computation:
Example 2.3. Of course any A-coring C can be seen as a cowreath over the trivial coring (A : A).
One can easily prove that those maps define in fact a morphisms in the category R (C: The following proposition gives, using an entwining structures, a method to construct a cowreath from the commutative case to the non commutative one. This proposition can be deduced from Lemma 1.4 if we success to show that the functor occurring there is monoidal. We prefer here to include a direct proof without recalling more general theory.
Proposition 2.5. Let (A, C) a be an entwining structure over K with a :
Proof. During this proof the tensor product − ⊗ K − will be denoted by − ⊗ −. Set C := A ⊗ C, M := A ⊗ N ⊗ A, and
. By Lemma 1.4, the pair (M, m) belongs to R (C: A) . Let us denote by ξ : C ⊗ N → C and δ : C ⊗ N → C ⊗ N ⊗ N the structure of the C-cowreath (N, n). Define the following A-bilinear maps
where we have used the isomorphisms
We claim that (M, m) is a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ and δ. First, we need to show that those maps are C-bicolinear. Starting with ξ, we know that
Since the the right A-action on A ⊗ C is given by the twist map a, the term (
This proves that ξ is left C-colinear. Its right C-colinearity is obtained as follows: We know that
So using the obvious isomorphisms, we compute
Concerning the colinearity of δ, we have
which implies that δ is left C-colinear. δ is right C-colinear by the following computations: First we know that
Using as before the obvious isomorphisms, we compute
by equation (1.6), we then get
To finish the proof we need to check that ξ and δ satisfy the commutativity of the sated diagrams in Proposition 2.2(ii). By assumptions, we know that ξ and δ satisfy the same property with base coring the coalgebra (C : K). So, we have
These give the commutativity of the two first diagrams in Proposition (2.2)(ii). The commutativity of the third one is derived from the following computations: From one hand, we have
and from an other hand, we obtain
Remark 2.6. Entwining structures give an example of a wreath over coalgebras. Explicitly, given any entwining
As we have already observe (A, a) is an object of the monoidal
One can easily checks that η and µ are in fact a C-bicolinear morphisms, that is η : (K, C) → (A, a) and µ : (A, a) ⊗
. Furthermore, η and µ endow (A, a) with a structure of an algebra in the monoidal category
. That is (A, a) is in our terminology a C-wreath.
3. The category of comodules over cowreath, cowreath products and functors.
This section presents a simplest and equivalent definitions of the objects and morphisms of the category of (right) comodules over a cowreath. The definition of cowreath product and the construction of some functors connecting categories are presented as well. For sake of completeness a detailed proofs are included. in R (C : A) which satisfies
Proposition 3.1. Let (M, m) be a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ :
(a) Consider (X, x) an object of R (C : A) . The following conditions are equivalent 
if and only if
The expressions of objects and morphisms in the category of left (M, m)-comodules are given by the following Proposition 3.2. Let (M, m) be a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ :
(a) Consider (X, x) an object of R (C : A) . The following conditions are equivalent
(ii) There is a C-bicomodules morphism λ (X,x) :
The cowreath product, as was defined in more general setting in [13] , is given in our case by the following. Proposition 3.3. Let (C : A) be any coring and (M, m) a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ : C ⊗ A M → C and
is a coring whose comultiplication and counit are defined by
Proof. By definition ε ′ and ∆ ′ are A-bilinear maps. We need to show the counitary and the coassociativity properties.
The counitary property is derived from the following two computations
The coassociative property is obtained as follows:
applying consecutively Proposition 2.2(ii) and equation (1.3) to the map δ, we get (
By definition ξ is an A-bilinear map compatible with both counits ε and ε ′ . Let us show that ξ is compatible with comultiplications. We have
This proves that ξ is a corings morphism, and finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let (C : A) be any coring and (M, m) a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ : C ⊗ A M → C and
as an A-coring with structure given by proposition 3.3. There is a
Proof. We only prove that − ⊗ M is a well defined functor. Let (X, ρ X ) be an arbitrary object of the category A M C ,
i.e. ρ X is left A-linear and right C-coaction. Put,
which gives the counit property. Now, we have from one hand
and from another
By Proposition 3.3, ξ : C ⊗ A M → C is a morphism of A-corings. So one can associated to ξ it induction functor
and acts by identity on morphisms, see [10] or [6] . We prove by the following, that the induction functor (−) ξ admits − ⊗ A M as right adjoint functor.
Proposition 3.5. Let (C : A) be any coring and (M, m) a C-cowreath with structure maps ξ : C ⊗ A M → C and
as an A-coring with structure given by proposition 3.3. There is a natural isomorphism
That is the induction functor (−) ξ is left adjoint to the functor − ⊗ A M defined in lemma 3.4.
Proof. We first show that the stated maps are well defined. Let f : (Y, ρ Y ) ξ → (X, ρ X ) be any morphism in the category A M C , and denote by
We know that
applying consecutively equations (1.1) and (1.2) to the twist map m, we get
Comparing the last two computation, we then get
be now any left A-linear and right C ⊗ M -colinear map. The last condition means that g satisfies
is clear that g is left A-linear. Let us check that
it is right C-colinearity. So, we have from one hand that
and from another hand, we have
These imply the equality ρ
Next, we show that both maps − and − are mutually inverse. So let f and g two morphisms as above. By definitions, we have
and assumed to be flat or preserves certain equalizers. Then one can define, using this bicomodule, the cotensor functor
In that case (−) φ admits − C D as right adjoint, see [10] or [6] for more details. Proposition 3.5 gives a right adjoint functor to (−) ξ without requiring any assumption on the cowreath product C ⊗ A M . Of course if we asume that (C ⊗ A M ) is a flat left A-module, then one can construct the cotensor product functor
In such case we have (−) ξ is left adjoint to − C (C ⊗ A M ), and by Proposition 3.5, we obtain a natural isomorphism
For
is a morphism of C-bicomodules satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.1(a)(ii). Define
We claim that (C ⊗ X, ̺ C⊗X ) is an object of the category A M C⊗M . That is ̺ C⊗X is a left A-linear and right C ⊗ M -colinear map. The first property is clear, and the second one is obtained as follows. We have
The coassociativity property comes out as
which finishes the proof of the claim. Let f : (X, x) → (X ′ , x ′ ) be any morphism in category of right comodules
, using this equality, we get
which shows that f is a morphism in the category A M C⊗AM .
In conclusion we have establish a faithful functor O :
For any object (X, x) in the category R (C: A) , we had seen that
These in fact establish a functor which we denote by W :
is an object of the category R (C:
is a morphism in the category R (C: A) . These establish a functor which we denote by
We claim that W is left adjoint functor to V . Recall that, for every pair of objects (Y, y) ∈ R (C: A) and (Z, ρ Z ) ∈ A M C , we have
where λ C⊗Y = ∆⊗Y , ρ C⊗Y = (C⊗y)•(∆⊗Y ), and λ C⊗Z = ∆⊗Z, ρ C⊗Z = C⊗ρ Z . The natural isomorphism which gives the claimed adjunction is given as follows. To every
Keeping these notations, we have
which implies that g is right C-colinear map. Hence g ∈ Hom C−C (C ⊗ Y ), (C ⊗ Z) , since its already a left Ccolinear map. This defines a map − :
. Now, we have
Thus f is right C-colinear map. Whence f ∈ Hom A−C (C ⊗ Y ), Z , as f is by definition left A-linear. This
One can easily check that g = g and f = f , for every f and g as above. Therefore, there is a natural isomorphism
for every pair of objects (Y, y) ∈ R (C: A) and (Z, ρ Z ) ∈ A M C , and the desired claim is proved.
We now summarize the situation by giving the following non commutative diagram:
where the adjunction − ⊗ (C : A) (M, m) ⊣ U is the usual one associated to the category of comodules over a coalgebra defined in monoidal category, and where the rest of pairwise arrows indicate the adjunction W ⊣ V given in 3.2 and
4. The dual notions: Wreath over rings extension.
In this section we give without proofs the "dual" of the majority of results stated in the previous sections. Notice that the notion "dual" is not at all perfect since there are several duales in the present context. This is due probably to the fact that any bicategory admits three kind of dualisation: by reversing 1-cells, by reversing 2-cells, or by reversing both them.
The notion of coring is dual to that of ring. That is given any ground base ring A, and consider its category of A-bimodules A M A as monoidal category with multiplication the tensor product over A; an A-coring is then a coalgebra in A M A , while an A-ring is an algebra in A M A . In this way an A-ring is just a unital ring extension ι : A → T (i.e. a unital morphism of rings). The tensor product − ⊗ A − will be denoted in some occasions by − ⊗ −.
From now on, let us fix a rings extension ι : A → T , which we expresse by (A : T ). The multiplication of T will be denoted by µ (or µ T ) and it unit by 1 (or 1 T ). Associated to (A : T ), as in Section 1 there is an additive monoidal category R (A:T ) , defined by the following data
• Objects. Are pairs (P, p) consisting of an A-bimodule P and an A-bilinear map p :
The identity object of this multiplication is proportioned by the pair (T ⊗ A ∼ = A ⊗ T, A).
Remark 4.1. Let (A : T ) be any rings extension and P an A-bimodule. Then one can easily check that the following statements are equivalent.
(i) P ⊗ A T is a T -bimodule with right T -action r P ⊗T = P ⊗ µ;
(ii) there is an A-bilinear map p : T ⊗ P → P ⊗ T such that (P, p) is an object of the category R (A: T ) .
Lemma 4.2. Let (P, p) and (Q, q) two objects of the category R (A: T ) , and f : P → Q an A-bilinear map. the following conditions are equivalent
Proof. Straightforward. 
T ⊗ A U ′ are endowed with a structure of T -bimodule with right T -action given, respectively, by
The multiplications in this monoidal category are given as follows:
The dual version of Proposition 2.2 is the following Proposition 4.5. Let (A : T ) be a rings extension, and (R, r) an object of the category R (A: T ) . The following statements are equivalent (i) (R, r) is a T -wreath.
(ii) There is a T -bilinear maps η :
t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t
The object and morphisms in the category of right modules over a wreath are expressed in the following proposition 4.1. Functors connecting modules categories. Given (R, r) a T -wreath, we denote by (R, r) M its category of all right (R, r)-module. As in the case of corings, we have a noncommutative diagram
• the functors of the adjunction
• the adjunction R ⊗ A − ⊣ (−) η is the usual adjunction associated to the A-rings morphisms of Proposition 4.8;
• the adjunction (R, r) ⊗
− ⊣ U ′ is the usual adjunction for the category of right modules over an algebra defined in monoidal category.
4.2.
Twisted tensor product algebras are wreath products. Let T and R two A-rings with multiplications and units µ T , 1 T and µ R , 1 R . Assume that there is an A-bilinear map r :
Equations (4.7) and (4.8) say that (R, r) is an object of the category R (A: T ) . While equations (4.9) and (4.10) say that (r, T ) is an object of the category L (A: R) .
Taking the maps η := 1 R ⊗ A T : T → R ⊗ A T and µ := µ R ⊗ A T : R ⊗ A R ⊗ A T → R ⊗ A T , we can easily check using associativity and unitary properties of µ R and 1 R , that η and µ satisfy the commutativity of the diagrams stated in Proposition 4.5(ii). Equations (4.9) and (4.10) show that both η and µ are T -bilinear maps. That is (R, r) a T -wreath with structure maps η and µ. The wreath product R ⊗ A T is by Proposition 4.5 an A-ring extension of T with multiplication and unit
Of course (r, T ) ∈ L (A: R) can be also considered as an R-wreath with structure maps R ⊗ A 1 T and R ⊗ A µ T , and will leads to the wreath product R ⊗ A T but this time a ring extension of R.
In the commutative case (i.e. A = K), these algebras were refereed in the literature by twisted tensor product algebras, and were intensively studied by several Mathematicians, see [18, 19, 7, 8, 14] and references cited there. . We prove in this subsection that the classical Ore extension [9, 15] constructed by using left skew derivations are in fact a product of wreath defined over a commutative polynomials rings with one variable. So consider such polynomials ring T = K[X], and let B be any ring (i.e. K-algebra). Assume that δ is a left σ-derivation of B, where σ is a endomorphism of rings of B. That is δ is a K-linear maps obeying the rule δ(bb
We define by induction the following
Following to the proof of [9, Proposition 1.10], consider the K-linear endomorphisms ring E = End K B[t] of a commutative polynomial ring over B. Clearly the ring B is identified with its image in E by using left multiplications.
The maps σ and δ are extended to maps in E where σ(bt
, and construct a map
τ is in fact injective since the left B-submodule generated by the set {Y n } n=0,1,··· is a free. By the associativity of
is an object of the category R (K: T ) . Using again the injectivity of the map τ , we can prove that (b, B) is a T -wreath with structure maps η :
In this way the product of this wreath is a K-algebra with underlying K-module
and multiplication
This algebra is in fact an extension of B via the map − ⊗ 1 :
Now given any rings extension φ : B → S and assume that there exists an element Z ∈ S such that Zb = σ(b)Z +δ(b), for all b ∈ B. This condition leads to construct a ring extension φ :
satisfies the universal condition on Ore extension, and thus
Here in fact we have constructed a wreath product with commutative base ring. An example of wreath with noncommutative base ring can be constructed as above using an iterated Ore extensions over a non commutative ring A.
That is one can prove that the iterated Ore extension of type A[X 1 ; σ 1 ; δ 1 ][X 2 ; σ 2 ; δ 2 ] is a wreath product with base ring A. x : T ⊗ A X → X ⊗ A T is some A-bilinear map. A suffisent condition which should satisfies x in order to answer positively to the above question using the map l X⊗Y , was given in the commutative case in [7, 3.6 and 3.7] and says the following: x is said to be a left module twisting map if and only if Assume that (X, x) is also a left (R, r)-module with action l (X, x) : R ⊗ A X ⊗ A T → X ⊗ A T and that
Then, for every (T, A)-bimodule Y , the A-bilinear map
define a left (R ⊗ r T )-action which is compatible with the inclusion of R.
Conversely, If X ⊗ A µ T preserves equalizers, − ⊗ A T is faithful functor, and l X⊗AT := (l X ⊗ A µ T ) • (R ⊗ A x ⊗ A T ) define a left (R ⊗ r T )-action on X ⊗ A T which is compatible with the inclusion of R for some A-bilinear map x : T ⊗ A X → X ⊗ A T then (X, x) is a left (R, r)-module with action l (X, x) = l X ⊗ A T . In particular x is a left module twisting map.
Proof. The unitary property of l X⊗Y comes from that of l Y and of l (X, x) ( i.e. the first diagram in Proposition 4.7(ii)).
The associativity of l Y and of l (X, x) (i.e. the second diagram in Proposition 4.7(ii)) lead to that of l X⊗Y , taking into the account that the structure maps of the wreath (R, r) are 1 R ⊗ A T and µ R ⊗ A T . The proof of the reciprocate implication is lifted to the reader.
The right version of Proposition 4.9 is expressed in the monoidal category L (A: R) using the R-wreath (r, T ). If we combine both versions then we get a criterion on R ⊗ r T -bimodules of the form X ⊗ A Y as in [7, Proposition 3.13] . Proposition 4.10. Let (R, r) and (r, T ), respectively, the T -wreath and R-wreath of subsection 4.2. Given X an R-bimodule, and V a T -bimodule with actions l X , r X and l V , r V . Assume that (X, x) is also a left (R, r)-module and (v, V ) a right (r, T )-module with actions, respectively, l (X,x) and l (v,V ) , and consider the maps
If X ⊗ A V is (R ⊗ A T )-bimodule with action l X⊗AV and r X⊗AV then the following diagram is commutative (4.14)
T Proof. Analogue to that of [7, Proposition 3.13] .
